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Synopsis

Walsh Bay was built after 1910 as cargo wharves and warehouses. In 

1989, the area was gazetted as a conservation zone (SREP 16). Now it is 

divided between two suburbs—Millers Point and Dawes Point—gazetted 

in 1993. 

Since 2002, when Walsh Bay was redeveloped for new residents and 

commercial/cultural workers, this dissection has caused many 

addressing confusions.

Local cohesion would increase and addressing would be simplified if 

Walsh Bay was named as another suburb of Sydney postcode 2000. 

A new Walsh Bay suburb boundary should match the existing Walsh Bay 

conservation zone as still defined in the Sydney Regional Environmental 

Plan No.16–Walsh Bay (1989–2009). 

Note: All of Walsh Bay’s habitable properties are excluded from Dawes 

Point and Millers Point, according to their boundaries defined in the 

current Dawes Point Tar ra Conservation Management Plan (2011) and 

Sydney Local Environmental Plan–Millers Point (2012). 
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Proposal
The Walsh Bay Precinct Association (WBPA) requests the Geographical Names Board of NSW 

(GNB) to name—as the ‘suburb’ of Walsh Bay—an area of foreshore land around Walsh Bay 

(already gazetted as a ‘bay’). 

The GNB defines ‘suburb’ as ‘a bounded area within the landscape that has an urban 

character’. Walsh Bay’s current urban character is best shown in Figs. 1 and 9 to 13).

Currently our area is divided between the postcode 2000 suburbs of Millers Point and Dawes 

Point. This causes confusion for local residents and professionals, emergency workers, 

maintenance teams, couriers, taxi drivers, commuters, visitors from nearby areas, tourists and 

other stakeholders, because our city area does not appear from searches on Google Maps and 

other sat-nav systems, or in Australia Post’s list of postcode 2000 suburbs.

The NSW Government has declared this area the ‘Walsh Bay Conservation Zone’—via its 

Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.16–Walsh Bay. SREP 16 also includes a ‘Walsh Bay 

Waterway Zone’ which matches the GNB’s existing ‘bay’ named Walsh Bay. 

The NSW Government is redeveloping part of the Walsh Bay shore as the ‘Walsh Bay Arts and 

Cultural Precinct’ (Piers 2-3 and 4-5 and the buildings and promenade linking them). And just 

west of the WB conservation zone is Moores Wharf, owned by the Ports Authority of NSW, 

which uses both Walsh Bay and Millers Point for addresses (see Moores Wharf note, page 7).

The WBPA is consulting with the City of Sydney about improving the streetscape, signage and 

public amenities along our main street (Hickson Road between Pier 1 and Towns Place) and 

waterfront promenade. These initiatives could help to solidify our entire area as ‘Walsh Bay’. 

The proposed Walsh Bay suburb would continue to share Sydney postcode 2000 with other 

city neighbourhoods, yet could be promoted for its historical distinction as the only remaining 

fragment of Sydney’s 19th to 20th century trading port (noting that most other pre-container 

cargo wharves have been erased by post-1980s urban renewals). 

Naming Walsh Bay as a suburb also would remove the current incongruity between widespread 

public awareness of this place (through its popular waterside theatres, hotel and restaurants) 

and the absence of any Walsh Bay placename (on land) in the NSW Government’s SIX 

mapping tool, which is the official visualisation portal for cadastral data.

Our conservation zone is not included in current NSW planning documents for our neighbouring 

suburbs of Millers Point, Dawes Point and The Rocks:

—Millers Point and Dawes Point Village Precinct—State Heritage Register 2003

—The Rocks Conservation Area (including Dawes Point)—State Heritage Register 2006

—Dawes Point (Tar-ra) Park Conservation Management Plan—NSW Government Architect’s 

Office 2011.

—Millers Point Heritage Conservation Area—Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (Fig. 2).

We ask the GNB to recognise the boundaries of these gazetted areas and to correct historical 

errors in naming Dawes Point as a suburb west of the harbour bridge (see Appendix).
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Fig. 1: Proposed boundaries of the proposed new suburb of Walsh Bay—

matching the current boundaries of the Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.

16–Walsh Bay. See Fig. 3 and Moores Wharf note, page 7.
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Fig. 2: Boundary of the Millers Point Heritage 

Conservation Area (LEP 2012), with the Walsh Bay 

Conservation Zone (SREP 16 1989) directly north. See 

Figs. 1 and 3 for comparisons and Moores Wharf note, 

page 7.



Fig. 3: Boundaries of Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.16 –Walsh Bay, as 

gazetted in 1989 under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 
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Fig. 4: Google map of Walsh Bay streets, 2017.



Comparisons with other small-area and low population suburbs
The Geographical Names Board has indicated in its user guide that suburbs ideally should 

contain a contiguous land area, with ‘an urban character’, of 100-500 ha.

The SREP 16 land area for Walsh Bay is approx. 10.34 ha (3.24 sq km), which would make it 

one of the smallest suburbs in NSW—comparable in size to existing ‘microburbs’ like Dawes 

Point and Englorie Park—which also are urban in character.

The size of Walsh Bay (SREP 16 boundary) also is comparable to waterside microburbs of 

mostly bushland, like McCarrs Creek, Coasters Retreat, Currawong Beach (a suburb 

comprising less than 10 holiday cottages), and Cheero Point. 

Moores Wharf. Moore’s Wharf is operated by the Ports Authority of NSW as a quay for tugs 

and small work vessels, but is not publicly accessible. It defines the west shore of the waterway 

zone in SREP 16—Walsh Bay but is not included in the SREP 16—Walsh Bay conservation area 

or the separate heritage listing for the Walsh Bay wharves and warehouses precinct. Nor is it 

included in the Millers Point LEP 2012 conservation area but it is within the GNB-named suburb 

of Millers Point. (The Ports Authority has been advised of this application to name Walsh Bay as 

a suburb.)

Some relevant historical issues are:

—Moores Wharf was not developed to Walsh’s plan in the Sydney Harbour Trust’s wharfage 

scheme (1910–20).

—The architectural landmark of the site now is Moore’s colonial sandstone storehouse, rebuilt 

there from a nearby location. This building dates earlier than the rest of the Walsh Bay 

conservation zone, but was built around the same time as some mansions in Millers Point.

—Part of this site equates approximately to the original shore of the property owned in the 

1830s by Jack (the Miller) Leighton, one of several generations of millers who inspired the 

locality name Millers Point.

Fig. 5: Approx. 10.34 ha area of the SREP 16 Walsh Bay Conservation Zone and 

heritage-listed Walsh Bay Wharves and Warehouses Precinct, using the NSW 

Government’s SIX area-mapping tool, online at six.nsw.gov.au.
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History: Walsh Bay development 1910–1935
The name ‘Walsh Bay’ appeared in 1918—to honour the Sydney Harbour Trust’s Engineer-in-

Chief, Henry Deane Walsh, who designed the NSW Government’s major wharfage 

redevelopment of Darling Harbour, including substantial reclamations and new building around 

this foreshore. The perspectives on this page are dated 1913 and 1918. Construction began in 

1910 and was largely completed by 1924, despite World War 1 budget cutbacks. This 

ambitious redevelopment followed the NSW Government’s declaration of a rat plague in 1900, 

and its subsequent ‘Rocks Resumptions’ of properties uphill in Millers Point. Further 

improvements of Hickson Road followed the Sydney Harbour Bridge opening in 1932.

Fig. 6: The Sydney Harbour Trust’s 1918 watercolour perspective of the Walsh Bay 

redevelopment, signed by Henry Deane Walsh, its Engineer-in-Chief. This shows 

Hickson Road; named after the trust’s pre-1912 chairman, Robert Hickson.
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Fig. 7: The Trust’s 1913 scheme to replace all 

wharves around Darling Harbour to Balmain Point. 

Hickson retired before this watercolour plan was 

drawn; Walsh retired in 1919.



History: Hickson Road
After the 1900 declaration of a rat plague, the NSW government compulsorily acquired most 

properties around The Rocks and Millers Point, in a program named the ‘Rocks Resumptions’. 

During the next decades, the Sydney Harbour Trust modernised the port at Darling Harbour; 

building anti-rat concrete seawalls and modern cargo facilities from Pier 1 to Balmain Point.

Crucial to this wharfage scheme was building Hickson Road, then the widest street in Sydney; 

winding around the newly reclaimed headland between Sydney Cove and Darling Harbour. 

This road was named after Robert Rowan Purdon Hickson, the Trust’s chairman until 1912, 

who worked closely with Henry Deane Walsh on the vision. 

Hickson Road supported goods traffic (originally horses and carts then cars after 1909) to and 

from new wharves and warehouses between George Street North in The Rocks to the AGL 

gasworks at what is now Central Barangaroo. It was extended to meet the north end of 

Sussex Street after demolition of the gasworks.

Hickson Road replaced a short ‘Wharf Roadway’ built in the 19th century to link several 

wharves at the east end of the bay. The post-1910 roadworks included extending and 

redirecting Pottinger Street to connect to Hickson near Pier 2-3. (Pottinger formerly ran north-

south at a steeper incline, to serve an earlier wharf in the approximate location of Pier 6-7). The 

trust also built a series of bridges over Hickson Road to improve goods transport between 

upper levels of the shore sheds and bond stores on higher ground along the north side of 

Windmill Street.

Shortly after the harbour bridge opened in 1932, Hickson Road was upgraded to support 

more motor vehicles.

Fig. 8: Hickson Road 

and the shore sheds 

for Pier 8-9, with a 

bridge connecting to 

Windmill Street bond 

stores, photo ca. 

1910-20.
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History: Walsh Bay redevelopment 1980s-2005
After several decades of neglect, and amid increasing public alarm about vandalism (including 

arsons of stolen cars on the piers), the then-Maritime Services Board began to negotiate with 

potential developers of its Walsh Bay properties. 

After successful 1980s conversions of Piers 1 and 4-5 to leisure-entertainment uses, 1990s 

plans for Walsh Bay sparked public controversies. One concept, by Malaysian developer Ipoh 

Gardens, suggested a Venice-style canal along what is now the south edge of the Hickson 

Road shore sheds (in shadow for most of the day). This idea was replaced by a Transfield-

Mirvac development, completed in 2002, which now provides a sunny waterfront promenade 

along the north edge of the shore sheds—an idea offered by French heritage architect Philippe 

Robert, advising the NSW Government Architect’s Office.

The 1980s-2005 developments preserved many significant heritage items—either in-situ or 

relocated as showpieces around the precinct. New apartments were built into the shore sheds 

at 17-21a Hickson Road. The old Parbury bond stores were replaced by new apartments, 

offices and a theatre. Pier 6-7 was rebuilt as apartments, with marina berths along its east and 

west sides. Pier 8-9 was refitted with warehouse-style offices. New retail tenancies were built 

along the ground floors of the shore sheds and old bond stores on the south side of Hickson 

Road. New terrace houses were built along the uphill side of Pottinger Street, on land carved 

from the hillside during the ca. 1910 extension of this road. Pier 1 became a hotel. Pier 2-3 

was repaired for cultural events and functions. Towns Place was rebuilt as apartments with 

two restaurants. Large sculptures were installed by Transfield’s Belgiorno-Nettis family.

Fig. 9: Aerial view of Walsh Bay, Millers and Dawes Points and Circular Quay, 2015.
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Fig. 11: The Parbury apartment building and Roslyn Packer Theatre on Hickson Road near 

Towns Place. These buildings include ‘the Parbury ruins’ (of Parbury-owned bond stores).
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Fig. 10: Construction of new apartments to replace Pier 6-7.



Fig. 12: View north-east along the Shore Apartments with Pier 6-7 at left.

Fig. 13: New terrace houses looking north-east along Pottinger Street.
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History: Pottinger Street
In Clarke and Woolcott’s 1854 road map for what is now central and east Walsh Bay, 

Pottinger Street is shown linking Windmill Street to the North Shore ferry wharf (replaced by 

Pier 6-7). In the late 19th century, Pottinger ran steeply downhill, approximately north west-

south east. When Henry Walsh designed the Sydney Harbour Trust’s Walsh Bay development 

(1910-24), he extended the street via a sharp easterly turn to descend more gradually from the 

Windmill Road ridge to Hickson Road (which winds around the reclaimed shoreline from 

Campbells Cove/The Rocks to Barangaroo South). 

Today the status of Pottinger Street seems confused. It was built to serve wharves at the 

centre of what is now Walsh Bay and did not exist when Dawes was in Sydney. During the ca. 

2000 Walsh Bay redevelopment, 17 new terraces and the small Ball’s Park were built above 

the roofs of Walsh-era bond stores along the south side of Hickson Road. Pottinger Street 

was/is disconnected from Dawes Point by traffic-blocking bollards at Windmill Street—so 

emergency vehicles can only access the Pottinger terraces via Hickson Road at Walsh Bay. 

The roundabout intersection of Pottinger and Hickson is the symbolic centrepoint of the NSW 

government’s Walsh Bay Arts and Cultural Precinct (comprising current and future facilities at 

Piers 2-3 and 4-5).

Fig. 14: Pottinger Street originally sloped northwards to a ferry wharf at what is now 

Pier 6-7, Walsh Bay. This photo was taken before the street was extended eastwards 

to meet Hickson Road. See Fig. 4: Google street map.
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History: Towns Place
Towns Place is a seven-storey residential and restaurant development that was built by 2002 

on a wharf-warehouses site that was operated during the 19th century by Robert Towns—it 

was then known as Towns Wharf. In the SREP 16 plan, this site is defined as part of the Walsh 

Bay Conservation Zone but its postal suburb is Millers Point.

Fig. 15: Trigonomical Map of Sydney 1865 (detail), showing Towns Wharf (now 

Towns Place).

Fig. 16: Towns Place 

apartments, restaurant 

and plaza built in the 

early 2000s.
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History: Aboriginal occupation
The peninsula on the west side of Sydney Cove has the Aboriginal name Tar-ra. This area was 

occupied by the Gadigal clan of the Eora language group, who used flat sandstone rocks 

around the shoreline to cook fish, rock oysters, cockles and mussels. 

Remains of a campfire found in The Rocks have been carbon-dated to the 1400s—relatively 

recent evidence of human habitation compared to archaeological material from north-western 

Australia that dates back at least 50,000 years.

Australia’s first British Governor, Capt. Arthur Phillip, recalled of the First Fleet’s arrival in 

Sydney: ‘Sailing up into Sydney cove we could see natives lining the shore, shaking spears 

and yelling.’ 

Capt. Lt. Watkin Tench, who also arrived with Phillip’s First Fleet, recalled that Sydney’s 

Aborigines tended to sleep in different places – mainly in communally used caves and 

wigwams made from tree bark.

Other early colonial papers record that within a year of the First Fleet’s arrival, over half the 

native population had died—most from smallpox, syphilis, influenza and other introduced 

diseases. Many natives also were shot dead by colonial farmers and police, usually due to 

property-related conflicts created after Aboriginal lands were granted to new settlers under a 

British property ownership policy known as ‘terra nullius’ (land belonging to no-one).

After 1788, Sydney’s first colonial astronomer, Lt. Capt. William Dawes, worked with an 

Aboriginal woman, Patyegarang, to compile the first dictionary of Sydney’s Aboriginal 

language. In 1883, Irish settler Richard Sadleir published a book, The Aborigines of Australia, 

including his post-1820s recollections of Aboriginal carvings on sandstone rocks near Dawes 

Battery. These engravings, which Sadleir said included a whale, human and spirit figures, and 

weapons, have disappeared—perhaps during construction of the harbour bridge. 

Colonial artists often depicted Aborigines living traditional lifestyles around Millers Point and 

Sydney Cove through to (at least) the mid-19th century (see Figs. 17, 25 and 26).
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Fig. 17: Aboriginal 

woman fishing in a 

canoe ca. 1805, artist 

unknown, from the 

State Library of NSW 

(PXB 513).
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History: Dawes Point
In 1788, William Dawes, the astronomer with Britain’s First Fleet, named as Point Maskelyne the 

north-western tip of Sydney Cove; in honour of his London mentor, the then-Astronomer Royal, 

Rev. Dr. Nevil Maskelyne. Near this point, Dawes constructed the camp’s first observatory, then 

the colony’s sandstone-fortified battery of eight cannons—targeting potentially hostile ships 

sailing through Sydney Heads. Within a few years, this area became known as Dawes Point.

Fig. 18: Francis Fowkes’s 1788 

west-at-top map of the 

colonial settlement around 

Sydney Cove. The cove’s 

north-west tip was labelled 

Point Maskelyne and its 

function was noted as ‘The 

Observatory’. This area was 

rebuilt later as Dawes Battery 

(remains are still located under 

the southern approach to the 

Sydney Harbour Bridge). Its 

name changed from Point 

Maskelyne to Dawes Point.

Fig. 19: John Skinner Prout’s 1842 painting of Dawes Battery, looking east 

towards Sydney Heads, across the mouth of Sydney Cove (now Circular Quay).  



Fig. 21: Conrad Martens and T.S. Boys, Sydney from the North Shore, 1842 (detail). This shows 

several easterly outcrops on the north-west headland of Sydney Cove, which all were named 

Dawes Point at different times (before and after construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge). 

Fig. 20: Watercolour of Fort Macquarie (foreground) and Fort Phillip and Dawes Battery on the 

other side of Sydney Cove. In the background are masts of sailing ships berthed at what is now 

Walsh Bay and Barangaroo. Date and artist unknown.
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History: Dawes Point label moves from east to west of the bridge
Long before the Sydney Harbour Bridge was built, the maps location of Dawes Point was 

moved from north of Campbell’s Cove (on the west side of Sydney Cove) to the north-eastern 

tip of what is now Walsh Bay (west of the bridge). This historically inaccurate labelling has 

become standard on contemporary Sydney maps and seems the main reason why properties 

along the eastern shore of Walsh Bay are included in the suburb of Dawes Point (named in 

1993). 

In fact the Walsh Bay properties did not exist when Dawes Battery operated—they were built 

on land reclaimed or newly quarried between the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The 

foreshore land is on the west side of the headland ridge occupied by Dawes Battery and a 

sheer sandstone cliff divides early 19th century houses (facing Dawes Battery from the west 

side of Lower Fort Street and with a rear lane named Downshire Street) from 17 ca. 2000 

terraces along Pottinger Street; a road created with the pre-1925 Walsh development.

Fig. 22 (left): Percy Dove’s 1855 map of the area south and west of a headland which he named 

Dawes Point. This map shows a new ‘Wharf Roadway’ which became part of Hickson Road, 

after 1910. It also shows the current Lower Fort Street, including a section then named George 

Street North. Fig. 23 (right): 1949 aerial survey photograph showing how the harbour bridge 

divided Dawes Point.



History: Millers Point (now in the suburb of Barangaroo)
Millers Point—the north-west headland of Walsh Bay and north-east headland of Darling 

Harbour—was named in Sydney’s colonial period because it was the hilltop site of several 

windmills. The first windmills were constructed and owned by the colonial government of Lt. 

Arthur Phillip, who granted the land to Sgt. Thomas Miller in 1814. Private windmills later were 

operated there by John (Jack the Miller) Leighton, whose property sloped from the top of the 

hill at a north-easterly angle to the shoreline (pre-reclamation) of what is now Walsh Bay. 

Leighton’s shoreline was later framed by Town’s Wharf and Moore’s Wharf (see Fig. 24), which 

became Wharf 10 in the Walsh redevelopment. Wharf 10 is now operated by the Port Authority 

of NSW; and includes a colonial stone warehouse that was rebuilt here from another site.

Since ca. 1900, the name ‘Millers Point’ has been increasingly applied to land east of the 

historical point (especially the Argyle Place, Windmill Street and Kent Street area that was 

known in the 19th century as ‘West Rocks’—focus of the 1901 ‘Rocks Resumptions’ scheme). 

During the 1940s and 1950s, the name Millers Point sometimes also was applied to land east 

of the Bradfield Highway.

Fig. 24: Walsh Bay detail from Woolcott and Clarke’s 1854 map of  the City of Sydney. 

In the 1830s, John (Jack the Miller) Leighton’s property had sloped downhill towards 

what is here named Moore’s Wharf. (Note that Dawes Point here is shown further east 

from its current mapping. See Fig. 22 for its more westerly location first marked in an 

1855 map and Fig. A10 for its 1808 location north of Campbells Cove.)
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Fig. 25: ‘Entrance to the Parramatta River About 100 Years Ago’, engraving (artist 

unknown) published in Sydney Old and New, 1902 (from earlier publication in The Town 

and Country Journal). This view, copied from a painting by early 1800s artist John Rae, 

imagined what is now Barangaroo Headland Park (foreground) when populated by 

Aborigines—before it was colonised and named Millers Point.

Fig. 26: Capt. James Taylor, 

detail from Millers Point and 

the Parramatta River, 1823, 

showing two windmills on 

Millers Point. This land was 

originally named Cockle 

Bay Point, then was granted 

in 1814 to Sergeant Thomas 

Miller, and later windmills 

here were operated by John 

(Jack the Miller) Leighton.
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Future: Walsh Bay Arts and Cultural Precinct
In 2016, the NSW Government announced a major development of the ‘Walsh Bay Arts and 

Cultural Precinct’ to refurbish the buildings on Pier 2-3 and Wharf 4-5, and the waterfront 

promenade and shore sheds linking them (all in the suburb of Dawes Point). By implication, this 

precinct also includes the Roslyn Packer Theatre at 22 Hickson Road, Millers Point, which is 

administered by the Sydney Theatre Company from its offices at Wharf 4-5.

All the wharves and warehouses at Walsh Bay were abandoned in the 1970s, until the 

redevelopment of Wharf 4-5 in the early 1980s to accommodate a then-new Sydney Theatre 

Company, and later the Sydney Dance Company, Australian Theatre for Young People, 

Bangarra Dance Theatre, Sydney Philharmonia, The Song Company and Gondwana Choirs, 

with two public bar-restaurants. These activities attract more than 500,000 visitors annually.

Since 1990, Pier 2-3 and several former bond stores along Windmill Street have been 

intermittently used for pop-up art exhibitions, light art displays, and recent annual Sydney 

Writers Festivals. Part of Pier 2-3 and the ground floor of 13 Hickson Road are operated as 

function centres. The Sydney Theatre Company also operates bars and restaurants at the 

Roslyn Packer Theatre. 

As well as upgrading existing theatre and dance facilities at Wharf 4-5, the government is 

renovating Pier 2-3 to accommodate the Australian Chamber Orchestra, Bell Shakespeare 

Company and new premises for the Australian Theatre for Young People, as well as a major 

heritage space for events.

Not officially included in the government’s arts and cultural precinct, but complementing the 

current and future cultural uses, is the Pier One Hotel (operated by Marriott), including the 

Water function centre, a bar and the Gantry restaurant. Along the waterfront promenade 

between 17-21 Hickson Road are the Seventeen, Bar Cycle, Hickson Izakaya, Lavana, 

Ventuno, Zupano and Pier 8 restaurants, cafes and bars. Along the south side of Hickson Road 

are the Fratelli Fresh, Lotus, and Walsh Bay Kitchen restaurants.

Fig. 27: Sydney Writers Festival attendees on the promenade between Wharf 4-5 and Pier 2-3.
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Local governance and communities
Walsh Bay. All public areas of the Walsh Bay Conservaton Zone (SREP 16, see Figs. 1 and 3) 

are managed by the Walsh Bay Precinct Association (WBPA) via its agency, Manage-Meant Pty 

Ltd (occupying the Walsh Bay Precinct Office at L1 18 Hickson Road, Dawes Point (on the 

boundary with the Millers Point side of the precinct, in the centre of the bay). 

All the properties in this zone are owned by the NSW Government and leased for residential, 

commercial and cultural uses, All the residential buildings (some with commercial tenants on 

their ground floors) are supervised by strata bodies which are represented on the WBPA’s 

executive council. All the strata bodies employ Dynamic Property Management to jointly and 

independently represent their legal and financial affairs. The WBPA’s council meetings are 

recorded by Dynamic Property Management and involve senior representatives from the Pier 1 

Hotel, Create NSW (representing arts tenants of the emerging Walsh Bay Arts and Cultural 

Precinct), the Department of Planning and Environment and Roads and Maritime Services NSW 

(as owners of the properties), and events caterer Simmer on the Bay.

Walsh Bay’s commercial activities include multimedia, publishing and architecture/design 

companies in offices at Pier 8-9, Towns Place East and 24 Hickson Road; more than a dozen 

cafes, bars and restaurants spread across the waterfront promenade and Hickson Road from 

Pier 1 to Towns Place; an IGA supermarket; a drycleaner-laundry; a wine and spirits store; an 

art gallery; a souvenir shop serving Asian tourists; a seaman’s mission shop; three waterside 

function centres hosting regular private and corporate events; various performing arts venues 

and activities including regular public dance and fitness classes at Pier 4-5 and occasional 

special events such as the annual writers’ festival which activates the NSW Government’s 

‘Walsh Bay Arts and Cultural Precinct’. These hospitality venues give Walsh Bay a vibrancy 

during the evenings, but because it has strict restaurant licensing and no pubs, it is not a rowdy 

zone after midnight.

Dawes Point. If the state government’s Walsh Bay SREP 16 conservation zone boundary is 

respected by the GNB, then Dawes Point would seem to comprise only Lower Fort Street, 

which is included in the Millers Point LEP. This comprises a row of terrace houses, occupied for 

residential and office uses, and one commercial venue, the Harbour View Hotel. The current 

‘suburb’ of Dawes Point has no local community organisation, no shops, and no community 

cultural facilities other than its pub (which was resited and rebuilt at Lower Fort Street and 

Cumberland Street after demolition of the original building, in The Rocks, for the southern pylon 

of the harbour bridge). 

The Rocks. The Rocks occupies the west side of Sydney Cove, not Walsh Bay, and its local 

culture only interacted with the Darling Harbour docklands zone (including pre-reclamation 

wharves at what is now Walsh Bay) after the mid-19th century, when Argyle Street was 

extended to cut through the sandstone slope of Observatory Hill. The neighbourhood cultures 

again were separated after 1900, first by the Sydney Harbour Trust’s wharfage redevelopments 

(1910-1924) and later by the Sydney Harbour Bridge (completed 1932).
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Local governance and communities (continued)
Millers Point. This heritage conservation area, defined by the City of Sydney’s Millers Point 

Local Environmental Plan 2012 (see Fig. 2) does not include Walsh Bay or Barangaroo (the 

latter where Millers Point was historically located) but does include Lower Fort Street,Downshire 

Street and Trinity Avenue, in the current ‘suburb’ of Dawes Point. 

The community culture of Millers Point, including Fort Street up to the top of Observatory Hill, 

has always centered on its colonial-era church, The Garrison/Holy Trinity, and public houses, 

especially the Hero of Waterloo, Lord Nelson, Palisade and Captain Cook. During the heyday of 

Sydney’s international trading via sailing ships, prosperous wharf owners built substantial 

private residences on the terraced hillsides around the bay. After the Rocks Resumptions (of 

rat-infested cottages) in 1900, most Millers Point families lived as government tenants and 

breadwinners worked at the local wharves and warehouses. In recent years, several new 

apartment towers have been built at the south end of the conservation zone and the 

government has sold most of its public housing stock in Millers Point (while retaining the new 

housing around Walsh Bay). 

Millers Point now is represented by the Millers Point Residents Action Group (which also uses 

the name Millers Point-Dawes Point-The Rocks-Walsh Bay-Residents Action Group)—http://

www.millerspointrag.org.au and Friends of Millers Point—http://

www.millerspointcommunity.com.au.

After MPRAG’s recent public campaign against new development at Barangaroo, it does not 

claim to represent residents of Barangaroo, although the Victorian-era wharves around north-

east Darling Harbour are prominent in the 1838 map on its home page, which shows Millers 

Point in the same location as the newly redeveloped Barangaroo Headland Park. 

Fig. 28: New home page for the residents action 

group at Millers Point.
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Conclusion
The Walsh Bay Precinct Association (WBPA), asks the Geographical Names Board of NSW 

(GNB) to name as a suburb all the properties included in the Walsh Bay Conservation Zone 

(NSW Government SREP 16 Zone 1, see Figs. 1 and 3).

This would:

—Recognise the Walsh Bay conservation zone as being significantly different in character and 

historical uses from its surrounding suburbs of Millers Point, Dawes Point and Barangaroo 

(which now includes the original Millers Point headland).

—Allow the WBPA to ask Australia Post to recognise Walsh Bay as a new suburb within the 

central Sydney 2000 postcode—thus removing its confusing division of addresses between 

Dawes Point and Millers Point.

—Recognise that the Walsh Bay wharves, warehouses and roads were substantially developed 

by the Sydney Harbour Trust in the early 20th century, to a design by engineers Henry Deane 

Walsh and Robert Hickson, and that the area was modernised again from the mid 1980s to mid 

2000s, to include extensive new residential, commercial and cultural facilities.

—Strengthen public awareness of the Walsh Bay Arts and Cultural Precinct already being 

developed by the NSW Government within our SREP 16 boundaries.

—Allow the WBPA to work with the City of Sydney and the NSW Government (which owns 

most properties in this locality (via Roads and Maritime Services NSW) to promote Walsh Bay as 

a suburb of unique historical significance. This goal aligns with the city council’s successful ‘City 

of Villages’ policy and would include new heritage information and wayfinding signs for visitors, 

as well as streetscape improvements along Hickson Road.
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Fig. 29: Walsh Bay signage for the Roslyn Packer Theatre (in Millers Point suburb).



Figs. 30 and 31 (top row): Hickson Road, Walsh Bay, looking south, showing the ‘dress circle’ 

terraces of Pottinger Street. Figs. 32 and 33 (second row left): Signs for commercial premises on the 

south side of Hickson Road. Figs 34 and 35 (second row right): City of Sydney Council wayfinding 

signage, identifying the foreshore area as ‘Walsh Bay’ (as with bus signs). Figs. 36 and 37 (third row 

left and centre): Logos for the Walsh Bay Precinct Association and the Walsh Bay Arts and 

Commerce Chamber. Figs. 38, 39, 40 and 41 ()bottom row): Building heritage plaques installed by 

developers Mirvac and Transfield in the early 2000s.
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Appendix: Clarifying names and locations for Dawes Point 
Resolving Dawes Point as a suburb. Declaring Walsh Bay a suburb would subtract streets 

that now are addressed (incorrectly) to the Dawes Point suburb; leaving historic houses along 

Lower Fort Street (uphill from Walsh Bay) as the only inhabited properties legally within the 

Dawes Point suburb boundary. This would make Dawes Point unsustainable as a suburb, but 

removing the suburb label offers key opportunities to correct other notable historical errors 

regarding Fort Street and Dawes Point.

Lower Fort Street rejoins Fort Street and Millers Point. In terms of architectural heritage, 

street character and connections, topography and neighbourhood histories, Lower Fort Street 

logically would return to Millers Point and its historical connection to Fort Street on Observatory 

Hill (in the Millers Point suburb). Before the Argyle Cut was created (1843–1868), this whole 

area was Millers Point and was not easy for horses and carts to access from The Rocks. Lower 

Fort Street was originally Fort Street and still is part of the state government’s Millers Point 

Heritage Conservation Area 2012 (see Fig. 2).

Appendix 1

Fig. A1 (left): Current Dawes Point boundaries with Walsh Bay removed. Fig. A2 (centre): 

Current Dawes Point boundaries with Walsh Bay and Dawes Point Park removed. Before 

Walsh Bay was built, this area was part of Millers Point. Fig. A3 (right): Dawes Point Park 

lies west of Hickson Road Reserve, near where Dawes built the colony’s first observatory. 

Fig. A4: 1834 property plan for the west side of what is now Lower Fort Street, more than 

half a century before the Walsh Bay area was reclaimed and developed. At right, fronting 

‘Darling Harbour’, is Walker’s Wharf, near where Pier 1 was built after 1900.



Appendix: Clarifying names and locations for Dawes Point
Restoring the Dawes Point parkland zone. Under the southern approach to the harbour 

bridge, Dawes Point Park exhibits the remains of Dawes Battery, including cannons facing east 

towards Sydney Heads. This park is not included in the NSW government’s Millers Point 

Heritage Conservation Area—for strong historical reasons. It should be reunited with The Rocks 

(suburb) because it slopes east down to the foreshore park now named Hickson Road Reserve

—which is in The Rocks and includes the earliest map labelling for Dawes Point. For this reason 

the GNB could ignore the current division of these parks by Hickson Road and name them both 

in honour of Dawes.

The battery and its Dawes-designed forerunner, a gunpowder magazine, were the first defence 

centres at Sydney Cove. The scientific centre was Dawes’s home and observatory, located 

downhill to the east of the gunpowder magazine. Dawes lived in Sydney only between 1788 

and 1791—long before the Argyle Cut allowed direct vehicle access between The Rocks and 

Millers Point. The battery was upgraded in 1798 from Dawes’s first gunpowder shed, then 

rebuilt by Governor Macquarie in 1820, to a design by Colonial Architect Francis Greenway.

Appendix 2

Fig. A5: Post-1820 map of Sydney (detail) showing the Greenway-designed Dawes Battery 

set in parkland, with the former Point Maskelyne at right and the Dawes Point label moved 

north-west, to span the entire headland. 



Appendix: Clarifying names and locations for Dawes Point
Returning Dawes Point to The Rocks and renaming that Walsh Bay POI. Twentieth century 

mapping of Dawes Point at the north end of Pier 1 is misleading. This point west of the bridge 

now carrries two names: the other is Ives Steps, applied since 1896 to honour city alderman 

Isaac Ellis Ives (who owned the Argyle Stores, located in The Rocks). Previously this point was 

named Waterman’s Steps in memory of the original rowboat ferry services which linked Walsh 

Bay and The Rocks with McMahons Point—one service was operated by North Sydney 

ferryman Billy Blue. The name Dawes Point should be returned to its original location on the 

west side of Sydney Cove and this point of Pier 1 should either retain the name Ives Steps or be 

renamed.

Renaming Campbells Cove’s northern point. Now that the historic Campbells Cove 

warehouses are being rejuvenated for new restaurants, it seems appropriate to revive a 

historically authentic name for the north point of Campbells Cove (now situated east of the Park 

Hyatt Hotel). Three names sequentially marked that point on early British maps of Sydney Cove 

(Aboriginal name Warrane).

—Point Maskelyne (after Dawes’s Royal Astronomer mentor in London), 

—Observation and Observatory (the original function labels applied to this area on some early 

maps), and

—Dawes Point (honouring William Dawes’s original home-observatory near there).

Fig. A6 (left): Early map of Sydney Cove showing P. Maskelyne, the placename 

applied by Dawes when he lived in Sydney 1788-1791. Fig. A7 (right): Dawes’s July 

1788 map of the settlement, including ‘The Observatory’ he had just set up on the 

north-west point of the cove. At this time, he had not built the powder magazine 

which was rebuilt as Dawes Battery during the three decades after his departure.

Appendix 3



Fig. A8 (top): Circular Quay from Dawes Battery, 1873, glass plate photograph by 

Henry Beaufoy Merlin. Fig. A9 (bottom): Sydney Cove from Dawes Point, 1817 

watercolour by Joseph Lycett.
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Fig. A10: Set in stone at First Fleet Park, Circular Quay, is the NSW government’s 

Bicentennial terrazzo map of Sydney Cove in 1808 (with dotted lines showing the 1988 

foreshore). Dawes Point (Tar ra) is labelled in the left foreground. Dawes’s first observatory is 

shown (probably inaccurately) just west of what is now the Park Hyatt Hotel. Dawes Battery 

is the semi-circular embankment of eight cannons in the centre foreground.
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